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If you’re not thrilled with the photos you’re getting from 
your digital camera—whether it’s a point-and-shoot or a 
DSLR—the answer isn’t a new camera. It’s learning to use 
the one you’ve got! after all, it’s not the camera that takes 
great shots—it’s the person behind the camera. In Getting 
Started in Digital Photography: From Snapshots to Great 
Shots, photographer and instructor Khara Plicanic teaches 
the basics of photography and digital camera functions 
that you can apply to any camera, anywhere, any time—
answering questions like: What do all those different 
modes mean and when do I use them? What’s a megapixel 
and why should I care? 

Follow along with Khara, and you will:

•	 Learn about shutter speed, aperture, and shooting 
modes

•	 Improve those yellow dingy photos of your kids’ 
indoor sporting events

•	 Fix the exposure on shots that are too dark or 
too bright

•	 Move beyond the auto mode to take advantage 
of your camera’s settings

•	 Discover that the key to great shots is to learn 
your way around your camera

By the time you’re finished, you’ll know how to best use 
the features of whatever camera you already have to take 
great shots. and once you’ve got the shots, show them 
off! Join the book’s Flickr group, share your photos, and 
discuss how you get your own great shots at flickr.com/
groups/gettingstartedfromsnapshotstogreatshots.
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exponentially growing audience. 
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workshops, traveling the globe, 
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DeDication
To those who seek a life beyond “auto” mode.
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Introduction
Your digital camera loves you. It always has. Sure, it gets stuck shooting in 

“auto” mode most of the time and graciously takes the blame when the photos 

aren’t what you’d hoped for. And yet, it’s still there for you. Silently waiting 

and patiently hoping for that one day—the day you come around and realize 

how good you’ve had it all along, finally giving it the chance to live up to all 

the impressive functionality it was built for. (Cue the heroic music.)

But, more often than not, before your camera ever gets the chance to shine, it 

gets kicked to the curb by a newer model. A neighbor, friend, or relative inno-

cently shows off his or her latest camera acquisition—and before you know it, 

you’re smitten. You are certain, beyond a doubt, that a new camera will solve 

all your photo problems. A newer/fancier/more mega-pixel-y camera will make 

all your bad photos a thing of the past, right?!

Sorry to break it to ya, but the problem isn’t your camera. And the idea that 

buying a new one will magically morph your pictures into photographic gold 

is like believing that a new high-end glue gun will make you the next Martha 

Stewart. (Just bein’ honest, folks!)

The path to better pictures starts not with a new camera, but with learning 

to use the one you’ve got. As it turns out, cameras don’t take great photos—

people do. And believe it or not, people have created incredible images with 

cameras made from an oatmeal box (seriously). The buck stops here.

really, any camera will Do! 

In an effort to prove that having a fancy camera isn’t required to capture stun-

ning photos, I made a point of including images in this book that were captured 

with a variety of cameras, ranging from a high-end professional model dSLR to 

a compact point-and-shoot camera that’s at least six years past its prime. 

an oatmeal Box can Be a camera?

Curious about taking photos with an oatmeal box? Or think I’m making the 
whole thing up? Check out www.pinhole.org or www.pinholeday.org for gal-
leries and more information than you ever dreamed of about pinhole cameras.

http://www.pinhole.org
http://www.pinholeday.org


ix

aBout this Book

This book is about redefining the relationship you have with your cam-

era—from one that may be somewhat adversarial to one of respect and 

cooperation. 

Though you may wish otherwise, this book is not a replacement for your 

camera’s user guide. Seriously. It’s not. So don’t toss yours! (If you’ve already 

lost it, do a quick Google search or check the manufacturer’s website to find a 

copy you can download. Or, if you prefer a hard copy, call the manufacturer to 

order one or check eBay.com.) 

The camera’s user guide is actually so important that I recommend you dig it 

out and have it on hand while you go through this book. (Seriously. You can 

go grab it now—I’ll wait here.)

Carefully crafted to be applicable to any camera, anywhere, anytime, this book 

is meant to be a broad overview of how most cameras generally function. The 

exact way in which it applies to you and your camera will vary by model. If 

you have questions about locating a certain feature or menu option on your 

camera, you bet your sweet pixels I’ll be referring you to your user guide for 

the answer. If you can make peace with that now, the rest will be easy!

Chapter 1 will give you a basic overview of some important terms and a broad 

understanding of the magic that happens every time you click the shutter, 

making it the best place to start, even if you plan to jump around to other 

chapters later. (For best results, I suggest that you read this book sequentially, 

as each chapter builds on the previously covered topics.)

Whether you have a dSLR, a pocket-size point-and-shoot camera, or something 

in between—sit back, relax, and read your way to triumphant photographic 

bliss (without the usual techno babble)!
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ISO 80
1/1000 sec.
f/4
6mm (28mm)



Gettin’ Your  
Glass On

The Lowdown on Lenses

Telephoto or wide? Zoom or prime? What about macro? What 

does it all mean, and who really cares?

For a lot of people, making the decision about what camera 

to buy is tough enough, but choosing a lens to go with it? 

Sheesh. Because they’re treading in unfamiliar territory, 

people often find themselves at the mercy of whichever 

salesperson is around, possibly leaving the store with little 

to no understanding of what they just bought, how to use 

it, or if it’s really what they were looking for. As it turns out, 

the lens you choose (or that comes built into the camera you 

buy) plays a more integral role in the look, feel, and quality 

of your images than the actual camera body itself does. It 

sounds crazy, doesn’t it? But it’s true—and learning what to 

look for in a lens (and what all those numbers on it mean) 

will serve you well. That way, you’ll understand what it is 

that you already have, and you can dream about what you 

might want to get the next time you’re in a camera store.

103



Poring over The PicTure

One of my favorite things about wide angle lenses is how big and 

vast they make things look and feel. Here, Haystack Rock of Oregon’s 

Cannon Beach appears dramatic while cast against a soaring sky and 

expansive foreground.

The wide angle and low point 
of view combine to give this 
image a powerful presence.



ISO 100
1/1600 sec.
f/2.8
16mm

The rock itself is carefully positioned 
in the top right third of the scene—
rather than the center—to make the 
image more engaging.
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whaT’s wiTh aLL Those numbers?
When you look closely at a lens, there’s a fair amount of numbers printed 

on either the front of the lens itself (Figure 4.1) or somewhere around the 

rim (Figure 4.2)—and though it may seem like a bunch of mumbo jumbo, it’s 

actually pretty important info and can tell you a lot about the lens and what 

it’s capable of.

FIgure 4.1
Lens information is generally found around the front of built-in lenses.

FIgure 4.2
Interchangeable lenses usually feature the lens information around  
the rim.
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FocaL LengTh
The first number, or set of numbers, you see on your lens refers to its “focal 

length,” measured in millimeters (mm). Roughly translated, focal length 

relates to how close up or far away objects will appear when viewed through 

the lens. Essentially, the bigger the number, the more up close subjects will 

appear, and the smaller the number, the farther away things will appear.

To give you a better idea of how this all plays out in real life, look at Figures 

4.3–4.7 and note the various focal lengths used to create each image. 

Photographed from the same position, the only difference between each 

shot is the focal length. 

Lenses with focal ranges of 35mm or smaller are generally considered 

“wide,” and lenses with focal lengths of 85mm or more are often referred 

to as “telephoto.” A lens around 50mm is roughly close to the way we see 

things with our eyes and is generally considered neither wide nor telephoto. 

It is often referred to as “normal” or “standard.” 

ISO 200
1/320 sec.
f/8
16mm

FIgure 4.3
Captured with an extremely wide focal length of 16mm, the scene appears very far away.
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ISO 200
1/250 sec.
f/8
35mm

FIgure 4.4
Shot at a focal length of 35mm, from the same position, the scene appears closer than 
before.

ISO 200
1/250 sec.
f/8
50mm

FIgure 4.5
A focal length of 50mm brings the scene even closer.
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ISO 200
1/250 sec.
f/8
70mm

FIgure 4.6
The scene appears slightly closer again with a focal length of 70mm.

ISO 200
1/160 sec.
f/8
200mm

FIgure 4.7
The same scene, captured with a telephoto focal length of 200mm, appears dramatically 
closer than before.
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FocaL LengTh and PoinT-and-shooT cameras

The numbers on a point-and-shoot lens mean the same thing, but the scale is 
radically different, so don’t panic if your lens indicates a focal length range of 
6–22.5mm (the equivalent of roughly 28–105mm).

A single number, such as 24mm, represents what’s known as a prime or fixed 

lens, meaning that it’s not capable of zooming. Such a lens is designed and 

optimized for only a single focal length—in this case, 24mm. 

A range of numbers, expressed with a dash such as 70–200mm, indicates 

a zoom lens, capable of different focal lengths—in this case ranging from 

70mm to 200mm.

The bottom line? Depending on your camera body (see the “Crop factor” 

sidebar), you may be able to get the close-up shots you’ve always dreamed of 

without having to pay for a super telephoto lens. In some cases, your 200mm 

lens might behave like a 300mm lens. Now that’s some serious bang for your 

buck! 

Of course, if your camera has a smaller sensor and you like to shoot at a lot 

of wider angles, the opposite would also be true. The 24mm lens you loved 

at the camera shop might behave like a 36mm lens on your camera body, 

meaning you’d need an ultra-wide lens to get a standard wide-angle shot.
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croP FacTor

Depending on the camera body you have, you may have experienced or heard 
people talk about something known as “focal length crop factor,” “focal length 
multiplier,” or even just plain ol’ “conversion factor.” While this may, at first, 
seem confusing, it’s really quite simple and can sometimes be advantageous.

Back in the glory days of 35mm film, it didn’t matter what camera body you used; 
as long as you were shooting 35mm film, the negatives were all the same size. 

These days, film has been replaced by digital sensors, and as luck would have it, 
they’re not all the same size. There’s a lot of math and science involved in the 
full explanation, but essentially, the discrepancies in sensor size are responsible 
for what we now refer to as “crop factor.” 

The result? Everything appears closer when shot on a camera body with a sen-
sor that’s smaller than traditional 35mm film. Thus, a 50mm lens attached 
to a camera with a full-size sensor (referred to as full-frame) will behave like 
a regular 50mm lens. But the same lens on a camera with a smaller sensor 
(sometimes referred to as a cropped sensor) will be more like a 75mm lens.

Confused? For a visual explanation, take a look at Figure 4.8 to see how your 
lens views the world. The large box displays the image as it would be captured 
on a full-frame sensor, and the smaller box shows how the scene would be cap-
tured on a smaller-sized sensor. Same scene, same lens—different effective 
focal length.

The part of the  
scene captured on a 
full-frame sensor

The part of the  
scene captured on a 
smaller size sensor

FIgure 4.8
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To determine your camera body’s crop factor, you’ll have to read some of the 

techno babble in your user guide or jump online and look it up. Crop factor 

is typically listed among all the other tech specs related to your camera and 

usually has a value of something like 1.3, 1.5, or 1.6.

For the sake of example, let’s say your camera’s sensor has a crop factor of 

1.5, and you’re curious how a 50mm lens would behave on it. To figure it 

out, take 50 (the focal length of the lens in question), multiply it by 1.5 (your 

camera’s crop factor), and you get 75. Thus, on your particular camera, a 

standard 50mm lens would behave like a 75mm lens.

It’s worth pointing out that some lenses are made specifically for cameras 

with smaller-sized sensors and have focal lengths that have already been 

converted. When in doubt, read the specifications or ask a knowledgeable 

salesperson.

maximum aPerTure
In Chapter 1, we talked about aperture and the role it plays in creating an 

exposure (keeping in mind that aperture is a function of the lens itself, not 

the camera body). Similar to the pupil of your eye, the aperture can dilate or 

constrict, letting in varying amounts of light and affecting the depth of field.

Appearing on your lens right next to the focal length, you will find a numeri-

cal expression representing the maximum (largest) aperture opening that 

particular lens is capable of, usually expressed as “1:” followed by the maxi-

mum aperture. For example, a lens described as a 24mm 1:2.8 would be a 

fixed lens with a focal length of 24mm, whose largest aperture setting is f/2.8. 

The lens is still capable of smaller apertures (like f/11), but the largest it would 

be capable of is f/2.8.
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If you’ve spent time shopping for lenses, you may have noticed that a lot of 

zoom lenses feature not a single maximum aperture but, rather, an aperture 

range. If you have a lens that says 24–150mm 1:3.5–5.6, it means the lens is 

a zoom lens with focal lengths ranging from 24–150mm, whose maximum 

aperture varies depending on where you are within the zoom. 

Depending on where you are within the zoom? What in the world does that 

mean? For example, if you’re zoomed all the way out wide to 24mm, you 

could achieve a maximum aperture of f/3.5. But once you zoom in, you lose 

the ability to open up your aperture all the way to f/3.5 as before and can 

then only open to f/5.6.

Lenses with larger maximum apertures (generally 2.8 or larger) are often 

referred to as being “fast” because the larger apertures allow more light to 

reach the camera sensor, letting you shoot with faster shutter speeds in low-

light situations where you might otherwise need a tripod. (Remember, larger 

apertures are actually smaller numbers; thus, f/2.8 is a larger aperture than f/8.)

macro Lenses
While some lenses may not be able to focus on anything closer than 18 inches 

(or more) from the front of the lens, “macro” lenses allow you to get much 

closer to your subject, helping you capture extremely close up and detailed 

shots (as seen in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10) that simply wouldn’t be possible 

otherwise. With a much closer “minimum focusing distance,” macro lenses 

can open up a whole new photographic world.
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FIgure 4.9
The small minimum focusing distance of a macro lens allows you to shoot 
from a very close range, rendering images not possible with other lenses.

ISO 400
1/125 sec.
f/4
100mm
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ISO 1000
1/100 sec.
f/2.8
100mm

FIgure 4.10
Flowers are popular subjects for macro photography.
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Now that you understand focal length, your camera’s crop factor (if it has 

one), and maximum aperture, you’re set to give the salespeople a run for 

their money the next time you’re at the camera shop!

macro mode on PoinT-and-shooT cameras

As you saw in Chapter 2, many point-and-shoot cameras feature a built-in 
macro function, enabling you to get away with some pretty impressive mini-
mum focusing distances without a dSLR or dedicated macro lens. Cool!

PoinT-and-shooT Lenses
Those of you with point-and-shoot cameras thought you got off easy on this 

one, didn’t you? Just because your lenses are permanently attached doesn’t 

mean there aren’t a few things worth knowing. Focal length, zoom, and the 

ever-troublesome digital zoom are all important factors to know and under-

stand when comparing one point-and-shoot camera to another.

FocaL LengTh and zoom
Just as on the interchangeable lenses made for dSLRs, the focal length on 

your built-in lens is measured in millimeters, but the scale is dramatically dif-

ferent. The built-in lens likely has a focal range with smaller numbers than 

you would expect to find on dSLR lenses. For example, the focal length of the 

lens on one of my point-and-shoot cameras is 6–22.5mm (which works out 

to a dSLR equivalent focal range of something like 28–105mm). Because of 

the difference in scale, you can’t compare the numbers at face value, but the 

principles still apply. Smaller numbers mean wider focal lengths, and larger 

numbers mean more telephoto focal lengths.
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What you’re really looking for when it comes to the built-in lens on a point 

and shoot is the range between the two numbers. The larger the range, the 

more pronounced your zooming capabilities are. The shorthand way of com-

municating this is by assigning your camera an “x” zoom number. 

If the lens can zoom from 5–25mm, it’s said to have 5x zoom. Or, as in my 

point and shoot’s case, 6–22.5mm is the equivalent of a 3x zoom. The higher 

the x value, the greater the zoom range.

digiTaL zoom—jusT say no!
TV crime dramas would lead us to believe that digital zoom is the cat’s meow. 

Even my beloved “Law & Order SVU” makes me giggle when super-zoomed, 

pixelated security camera footage shot from 300 yards away (in the dark) is 

analyzed, cropped even closer, then suddenly—as if truly touched by magic— 

becomes crystal clear, revealing an identifiable birthmark behind the criminal’s 

left ear (cue the music).

Manufacturers have been known to make desperate attempts to seduce you 

with seemingly impressive features like “digital zoom.” Nothing more than 

glorified in-camera cropping, it’s actually one of the worst things you can do 

to your photos (as you’ll see in Chapter 6).

Also measured with an x number (3x, 5x, or more), digital zoom picks up where 

optical zoom (what your lens is inherently capable of) leaves off, allowing 

you to zoom further than nature intended. To give you an example, I captured 

Figure 4.11 by zooming the lens as far as optical zoom would let me go. 

Figure 4.12 shows how much closer digital zoom allowed me to get. A pretty 

dramatic difference, isn’t it? The trouble is it’s actually quite misleading. 
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ISO 80
1/125 sec.
f/5
23mm (105mm)

FIgure 4.11
These Colorado mountains were captured at the furthest extent of my point and shoot’s 
optical zoom capabilities.

ISO 80
1/250 sec.
f/5
23mm (105mm)

FIgure 4.12
This shows the same scene captured by maxing out my digital zoom. That’s a pretty 
ginormous difference, wouldn’t you say? As you’ll see in Chapter 6, it’s not healthy for 
your photos to be enlarged this way.
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If you look at the metadata (digital photo guts) for this image, you can see 

proof that both images were actually captured at the same focal length. 

Digital zoom only makes it look like Figure 4.12 was photographed at a 

greater focal length. In reality, it’s just a digital enlargement of the optical 

image captured by the sensor. Unfortunately, the quality is not the same as if 

the image had been captured optically, instead of with digital zoom.

Thankfully, many point-and-shoot cameras have the option to turn off digi-

tal zoom to avoid accidentally employing it. If your camera is one of these, 

I highly recommend it as digital zoom can be a serious-quality buzz-kill 

(especially if you continue the bad habit of further cropping your photos in 

post-production).

digiTaL zoom: so bad you can TasTe iT?

Okay, so maybe you can’t taste it, but you can actually feel it. To get a sense of 
what digital zoom feels like before banishing it to oblivion, zoom your lens out 
to the widest possible focal length. Then, carefully watch the image on your 
LCD screen as you slowly start zooming in. 

You’ll probably feel the camera pause when your lens reaches the extent of its 
“optical zoom” capabilities. It literally shifts gears and continues forward into 
“digital zoom” territory, where you’ll notice the image becomes pixelated and 
takes on a look that can only be described as digital. Ech.

This is where we part ways with what we see on the TV crime dramas. 
Detectives Benson and Stabler may catch a break when their lab techs magi-
cally turn pixelated security footage into gold for the prosecution, but when it 
comes to our cameras (and a little place I like to call reality), we’re stuck with 
the garbled aftermath known as digital zoom.

Protect yourself and practice safe zooming. If you’re not sure how to shut off 
digital zoom, cozy up to your user guide to find out.
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shoPPing For Lenses
In addition to focal length, maximum aperture, and minimum focusing dis-

tance, lenses can vary by size, shape, weight, the material they’re made of 

(plastic or glass), advanced features such as “vibration reduction” (to help 

with stabilization), and even their ability to auto focus (not all lenses can, so 

don’t assume). As you can see in Figure 4.13, lenses can also vary in color!

Of course, all these variables also mean lenses can range dramatically in price, 

starting anywhere from around $50 to well over $25,000 each. Generally 

speaking, the larger the maximum aperture value and the greater the focal 

length, the more expensive the lens tends to be. 

FIgure 4.13
Various lenses range in size, shape, color, capability, and price.
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When trying to figure out which lens is right for you, ask yourself the follow-

ing questions:

•	 What kinds of things do you plan to photograph? Do you like to shoot 

portraits, or are you more of a landscape person? 

•	 What kind of environment will you most likely be photographing in?  

Do you tend to shoot in bright, outdoor situations? Or are you more 

often in darker, low-light environments? 

•	 Do you need a collection of specialty lenses with very wide apertures or 

maybe a macro lens? Or would a more general, multipurpose lens be a 

better fit? 

•	 Do you always find yourself zooming in and wishing you could get even 

closer? Or do you prefer the look of images shot at wider focal lengths?

If you tend to do a lot of shooting when you travel, be sure to consider the 

impact that carrying around multiple lenses might have on your mobility. I’ve 

found that, in many cases, the more gear I take with me on personal trips, 

the less I end up shooting because carrying everything around is often a royal 

pain (you may have noticed that most of the travel photos seen in this book 

were captured with a compact point-and-shoot camera).

Striking a balance between having the right gear for the occasion while still 

feeling comfortable is often the key.
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 Chapter 4 Assignments
What’s Your Glass?

Take a look at your lens (or lenses) and be sure you understand what you’ve got. 
What’s your focal length range, or do you have a prime lens? What’s your maximum 
aperture? Does it depend on how much you’ve zoomed the lens in or out?

Banish Digital Zoom!

If you use a point and shoot, I recommend that you take the time right now to dig 
into your settings and turn it off. Though it can be very tempting to use the digital 
zoom, it does nothing but harm to your images. If you need to get closer to some-
thing, go old-school and “zoom with your feet”!

Seeing the Range of Possibilities

If you are working with a zoom lens, head outside and take a series of shots, from 
the widest angle that your lens is capable of, through the mid-range of your lens, all 
the way out to where your lens is maxed out. Take a look at all of those images and 
consider the range of shots your lens gives you. Cool, right?

Share your results with the book’s Flickr group! 

Join the group here: flickr.com/groups/gettingstartedfromsnapshotstogreatshots
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Index

A
about this book, ix
action photography

assignment on shooting, 146
indoor sporting events, 141–145
sports mode for, 32–33, 142
See also motion

Adobe Photoshop. See Photoshop
Adobe Photoshop Elements. See Photoshop 

Elements
AEL. See auto exposure lock
anticipating moments, 205
aperture, 9–14

depth of field and, 11–13
explanation of, 9–11, 14
manual mode and, 52–53
maximum, 112–113

aperture priority (AV/A) mode, 43–45
experimenting with, 43
situations for using, 44

aspect ratio, 166, 167, 168
auto exposure lock (AEL), 86–91

fill-flash vs., 90
focus settings and, 91, 93
photo examples of, 86–87, 89–90
steps for using, 88

auto flash, 64–65
auto focus modes, 91–94

additional options, 94
continuous or servo, 93–94
one shot or single, 92

auto mode (A), 6, 25–27, 64
Auto white balance, 74, 75
automated modes, 25–29

auto mode, 25–27
Creative Auto mode, 29
program mode, 28–29

B
B&H website/store, 246
Backblaze backups, 231
backgrounds, 11

blurring, 44
uncluttering, 187, 212

backing up photo files, 226–232
assignment on, 248
automating the process of, 226
backup software for, 228–230
best practices for, 231
CDs or DVDs used for, 232
external hard drives for, 226–227
online backups for, 230–231

backlit situations, 129–134
assignment on exploring, 146
exposure compensation for, 131–133
fill flash for, 130
manual mode for, 133–134
metering modes for, 85, 86
repositioning for, 130–131
spot metering for, 133

blur
background, 44
motion, 5, 7–8, 41

Blurb photo books, 243
bokeh, 44
Brundage, Barbara, 245
bulb setting, 7
burst mode. See continuous drive mode

C
camera shake, 42, 140
cameras

connecting to computers, 220
megapixel capabilities of, 164
rule of thirds feature, 208
stabilizing in low light, 140
user guides for, ix
See also dSLR cameras; point-and-shoot 

cameras
canceled flash, 65–68, 135–137
candid photos, 181
canvas wraps, 242
Carbonite backups, 231
card readers, 220, 221–222
CD/DVD backups, 232
center-weighted metering, 84–85
challenging situations. See problem solving
children

specialty mode for, 32
tips on shooting, 189–191, 195, 198, 200

close-up photography, 33
Cloudy white balance, 75
color balance. See white balance
color of light, 182–183
color temperature, 73, 136
compact flash (CF) cards, 218
composition techniques, 192–211

capturing image details, 198–200
encouraging genuine expressions, 202
excluding unwanted content, 192–194
exploring new perspectives, 194–198
getting closer to subjects, 198
making eye contact optional, 203–205
rule of thirds, 207–211, 212
setting the scene, 200–201
tuning up your timing, 205–206

compression, 153, 158
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computers
backing up files on, 226–232
card readers built into, 222
connecting memory cards to, 219–222
downloading photos to, 222–225

continuous drive mode, 96–98, 143
continuous focus mode, 93–94, 143
continuum of control, 24–25
Creative Auto (CA) mode, 29
crop factor, 110–112
cropped sensor, 111
cropping photos, 164–174

aspect ratio and, 166, 167, 168
extreme cropping, 166–170
getting closer to subjects vs., 170–174
unavoidable cropping, 164–166

custom white balance, 74

d
data recovery, 230
depth of field, 11–14

aperture and, 11–13, 44
landscape photography and, 31
portrait photography and, 30

details, capturing, 198–200
digital noise, 15–16
digital zoom, 117–119, 122
direction of light, 183–186
downloading photo files, 222–225

assignment on, 248
best practices for, 231
file management and, 223–225

dragging the shutter, 139–140
drive modes, 96–98

continuous shooting, 96–98, 143
single (one) shot, 96

DriveSavers, 230, 231
dSLR cameras

auto mode, 26–27
point-and-shoot cameras vs., 38
shooting mode dial, 24

DVD/CD backups, 232

e
editing photos, 243–245
Elements program. See Photoshop Elements
emailing photos, 240
encrypted backups, 231
evaluative (matrix) metering, 84
excluding content, 192–194
exposure

exploring, 18, 100
getting info on, 56–57
variables of, 4, 18

exposure compensation, 76–80

backlit situations and, 131–133
manual mode and, 78

exposure triangle, 4, 18
expressions, genuine, 202–203
external hard drives, 226–227
extreme cropping, 166–170
eye contact, 203–204
Eye-Fi cards, 222

F
Facebook

author’s page on, 247
image resizing on, 162
printing images from, 239

facial expressions, 202–203
fast lenses, 113
file size, 153
fill flash, 68–70

auto exposure lock vs., 90
backlit situations and, 130

film speed, 14
finding photos, 234–236, 237
fish-eye effect, 36
fixed lenses, 110
flash compensation, 80–81
flash modes, 64–73

auto flash, 64–65
canceled flash, 65–68, 135–137
fill flash, 68–70, 130
red-eye reduction flash, 70–71
slow-sync flash, 71–73

Flickr
group for this book, 18
image resizing on, 162
sharing photos via, 239

flower photography, 115
Fluorescent white balance, 76, 141, 142
focal length, 107–112

crop factor and, 110–112
explanation of lenses and, 107–110
point-and-shoot lenses and, 116–117
zooming capabilities and, 117

focus points, 94–96
focusing, 91–96

auto modes for, 91–94
continuous or servo, 93–94, 143
focus points for, 94–96
one shot or single, 92

folder names, 223–224, 225
foregrounds, 11, 188
freezing motion, 5, 9, 42
f-stops, 9–13

See also aperture
full-frame sensor, 111
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G
gear recommendations, 247
GorillaPod, 8
Gupta, Amit, 246

H
handbags, photo, 242
hard light, 181

I
image size

camera options for, 159
cropping related to, 164–165
file size vs., 153
resolution and, 160–163

indoor sporting events, 141–145
manual mode for, 145
program mode for, 142–143
shutter priority mode for, 143–144
sports mode for, 142

info screen, 56
iPhoto, 233
ISO setting, 14–17

camera options, 15
digital noise and, 15–16
explanation of, 14–15
indoor sporting events and, 142, 143, 145
manual mode and, 52
restrictions on, 17
stage lighting and, 135–136

J
Jensen, Kelly, 246
jewelry, photo, 242
JPG format

advantages/disadvantages of, 152–154
in-camera processing of, 153–154
quality settings for, 158
RAW format compared to, 152, 155–156
workflow associated with, 156

K
kabloomstudios.com, 247
Kelby, Scott, 245
Kelvin scale, 73, 74
keyword tags, 234–236
Kloskowski, Matt, 245
Kodak Gallery, 239

L
landscape mode, 31
lenses, 103–122

aperture of, 10, 112–113
assignments about, 122
focal length of, 107–110
info printed on, 106

macro, 113–116
point-and-shoot, 116–119
prime or fixed, 110
shopping for, 120–121
telephoto, 107, 109
wide-angle, 107
zoom, 110, 113

light
color of, 182–183
direction of, 183–186
quality of, 181–182

light meters, 48–50, 82–83
See also metering modes

low-light situations
night scenes, 137–140
stage lighting, 134–137

M
macro lenses, 113–116
macro mode, 33
manual mode (M), 45–57

aperture setting in, 52–53
backlit situations and, 133–134
cheat sheet for, 55
example of using, 45–47
experimenting with, 51–54
exposure compensation and, 78
indoor sporting events and, 145
ISO setting in, 52
light meter and, 48–50
night scenes and, 140
shutter speed in, 53–54
stage lighting and, 137

maximum aperture, 112–113
megapixels, 157, 164
memory cards

card readers for, 220, 221–222
connecting to computers, 219–222
deleting photos from, 225–226
downloading photos from, 222–225
Eye-Fi cards, 222
types/capacities of, 218

metadata, 6, 57
metering modes, 50, 82–86

center-weighted, 84–85
evaluative (matrix), 84
partial, 85
spot, 86

motion
blurring, 5, 7–8, 41
freezing, 5, 9, 42
mode for shooting, 32–33, 142
See also action photography

Mozy backups, 231
Mpix.com, 242
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n
night portrait mode, 34–35, 139
night scenes, 137–140, 146

manual mode for, 140
night portrait mode for, 34–35, 139
shutter speed for, 137, 138, 139–140

nighttime flash, 71–73
noise, digital, 15–16

O
one shot auto focus mode, 92
one shot drive mode, 96
online backups, 230–231
on-screen display, 162
optical zoom, 117, 118
organizing photos, 232–238

past images, 236–237
photo catalogs for, 234–236
software for, 233, 238

output options, 242

P
partial metering, 85
perspectives, 194–198
pets

shine-eye effect, 71
specialty mode for, 32

photo books, 242, 243
photo catalogs, 234–236
photo jewelry, 242
photo labs, 166
photo processing kiosks, 219
Photobucket website, 239
photographs vs. snapshots, 180
Photojojo.com website, 246
Photojojo! The Book: Insanely Great Photo 

Projects and DIY Ideas (Gupta and 
Jensen), 246

photo-management programs, 223, 233, 238
photo-sharing websites, 230, 239, 242
Photoshop, 77, 243
Photoshop Elements

downloading photos with, 224–225
editing photos with, 243–245
organizing photos with, 233, 234–235, 

237
Photoshop Elements: The Missing Manual 

(Brundage), 245
Photoshop Elements Book for Digital Photogra-

phers, The (Kelby and Kloskowski), 245
Picasa, Google, 233
pinhole cameras, viii
pixel dimensions, 157, 158

pixels
explanation of, 156–159
quality settings and, 158
resolution and, 159, 160–163

pixels per inch (ppi), 159, 160
point-and-shoot cameras

digital zoom, 117–119, 122
dSLR cameras vs., 38
lenses for, 116–117
macro mode, 116
optical zoom, 117, 118
priority modes, 37, 38
shooting mode controls, 24–25

portrait mode, 30–31
portraits

nighttime, 34–35, 71–73
specialty mode for, 30–31

ppi (pixels per inch), 159, 160
practice ideas, 191
prime lenses, 110
printing photos, 240–243

assignment on, 248
importance of, 240–241
output options for, 242–243
resolution for, 160–163, 175

priority modes, 37–45
aperture priority mode, 43–45
shutter priority mode, 38–42

problem solving, 125–146
assignments on, 146
backlit situations, 129–134
identifying the challenge for, 128–129
indoor sporting events, 141–145
night scenes, 137–140
stage lighting, 134–137

program mode (P), 28–29, 142–143

Q
quality of light, 181–182
quality settings for JPGs, 158

R
RAW format

advantages/disadvantages of, 154–155
assignment on shooting in, 175
JPG format compared to, 152, 155–156
workflow associated with, 156

red-eye reduction flash, 70–71
repositioning subjects, 130–131
resolution

pixels per inch as, 159
print size and, 160–163, 175

rule of thirds, 207–211, 212
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S
scene modes, 35–37
scene setting, 200–201
searching for photos, 237
secure digital (SD) cards, 218
self-timer, 42, 81–82
servo focus mode, 93–94
Shade white balance, 75
shaky photo tip, 42
sharing photos, 239–240
shine-eye effect, 71
shooting modes, 21–58

assignments on, 58
automated, 25–29
manual, 45–57
priority, 37–45
scene, 35–37
specialty, 30–35

shutter priority (TV/S) mode, 38–42
experimenting with, 40, 42
indoor sporting events and, 143–144
situations for using, 41–42, 143

shutter speed, 6–9
explanation of, 6–7
indoor sporting events and, 141, 142, 

143–144
manual mode and, 53–54
moving subjects and, 7–9, 141
night scenes and, 137, 138, 139–140
slow-sync flash and, 72–73
stage lighting and, 136–137

Shutterfly website, 239
single shot auto focus mode, 92
single shot drive mode, 96
slow-sync flash, 71–73
SmugMug website, 239
Snapfish website, 239
snapshots vs. photographs, 180
soft light, 182
software

backup, 228–229
photo-management, 223, 233, 238
versions of, 245

specialty modes, 30–35
landscape mode, 31
macro mode, 33
night portrait mode, 34–35
portrait mode, 30–31
sports mode, 32–33

sporting events. See action photography; 
indoor sporting events

sports mode, 32–33, 142
spot metering, 86

auto exposure lock and, 89–90
backlit situations and, 133

stage lighting, 134–137
canceling the flash for, 135–137
ISO settings for, 135–136
manual mode for, 137
shutter speed for, 136–137

storytelling, 192, 194, 198–201
Sunny white balance, 75

T
tagged photos, 234–236
telephoto lenses, 107, 109
test shots, 80
thumbnail previews, 225
tilt-shift effect, 37
Time Machine (Mac), 228–229
timing, 205–206
tripods, 7–8
Tungsten white balance, 76
tungsten/incandescent bulbs, 74
Twitter info for author, 247

U
unavoidable crops, 164–166
USB cables

camera-to-computer connections, 220
labeling for cameras, 219

user guides, ix

W
web-based images, 162
white balance, 73–76

assignment on exploring, 100
indoor sporting events and, 141, 142, 144

wide shots, 200–201
wide-angle lenses, 107
Windows Live Photo Gallery, 233

Z
zoom lenses, 110

exploring, 122
maximum aperture of, 113
point-and-shoot, 116–117

zooming with your feet, 174
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